
Emergence of the Flexible Work Model
It’s no surprise that employees want a hybrid work schedule. A more flexible 
work model can encourage productivity across on-site and remote work 
environments and empower workers with resources and connections that 
help them thrive, no matter where they are. And workers who feel productive, 
empowered, and connected to their company’s purpose tend to stay with 
that company.

No doubt, a hybrid workforce can benefit your organization 
— but are you equipped to deliver it?

Rise of the Hybrid Workplace

Distributed Workplace Challenges

Deliver the Future 
of Hybrid Work Now

83%
prefer a hybrid 
work model1

65%
say hybrid is their 
ideal work choice3

55%
want flexible office 

and home time2

Similar surveys of organizations show that many are embracing a flexible work model:4

Recent surveys indicate that employees 
who’ve been working remotely during 
the COVID-19 pandemic would prefer 
a schedule where they can alternate 
working from home and the office:

Although most organizations have implemented some degree of hybrid work, 
many are not effectively delivering the technology, tools, and engagement 
that workers need to thrive in the modern work landscape:1

Denali and Dell's Hybrid Workforce Solutions
To help businesses meet the challenges of a hybrid workforce, Denali delivers Dell Technologies in three ways:

have or will soon implement a permanent hybrid work model74%
plan to invest more in tools for virtual collaboration in the future72%

ONLY
35% 

of workers are satisfied 
with their company’s 

approach

ONLY
30% 

understand how their 
work contributes to their 

company’s goals

ONLY
29% 

trust their company’s 
leaders to have their best 

interests at heart

ONLY
1 in 6 

feels highly connected to 
their work, their team, and 

their organization

of high-growth companies have implemented hybrid work models63%

CONNECTING: 
Fully managed solutions for 

connecting distributed workers, 
ensuring fast, reliable, and 

secure access to the enterprise

1 ENABLING: 
Everything remote teams need 

for a productive workspace, 
easily ordered and rapidly 

delivered to their door

2 PROTECTING: 
When employees have the 

devices and resources needed 
to work from home, they 

minimize exposure to others

3
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Denali and Dell’s fully managed, end-to-end solution 
simplifies every aspect of remote workforce enablement 
and brings distinct benefits to your organization:

One-stop convenience:
All procurement and distribution 
of technology and materials is 
orchestrated by Denali

The latest technology: 
Denali’s Titanium Partnership with Dell 
ensures you get cutting-edge endpoints, 
infrastructure, and accessories

Financial flexibility: 
Choose OpEx subscriptions 
or upfront CapEx financing

Robust security: 
All Dell devices come with point security 
solutions, so your data and IT assets 
remain protected and available

Admin cost savings: 
Fully managed ordering 
and shipment processes, cost 
allocation, and in-country billing

Enjoy a Satisfied and Productive Hybrid Workforce
Find out how Denali’s human-centric, customer-first approach can help you deliver the technology, tools, and engagement 

that your distributed workers need, now.

Contact us at 425.885.4000 or denaliai.com to learn more about the advantages 
of Denali and Dell’s hybrid workforce solutions.
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About Denali

Denali Advanced Integration delivers exceptional technology solutions and services powered by strategic experts 
and industry-leading partners to help guide our clients through the most complex IT challenges. Since 1992, Denali 
has been among the most trusted and prominent technology providers in North America.
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